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Abstract. The recently proposed notion o f an e lementary set yielded a refinement of the theorem on loop formulas. telling us !hat the stable models of a
disjuncti\'e logic program can be characterized by the loop fo rmulas of its e lementary sets. Based on the notion o f an elementary set, we propose the notion

of head-elementary-set-free (HEF) programs, a more general class of disjunctive
programs !han head-cycle-free (HCF) programs proposed by Be n-Eiiyahu and
Dechter. that can still be turned into nond isjunct:ive programs in polynomial time
and space by "shifti ng" t he head atoms into the body. We show several properties of HEF programs Lhat generalize earlier results on HCF programs. Given
an HEF program. we provide an aJgorithm for finding an elementary set whose
Joop formula is not satisfied. which has a potentia] for improving stable model
computation by answer set solvers.

Introduction
Disjuncti ve logic programs under the stable model semantics are more expressive than
nondi sjuncti ve programs. The problem of decidi ng whether a di sj unctive program has a
stable model is Ef-complete [ 1], while the same problem for a nondisjuncti ve program
i s NP-complete.
However, Ben-E iiyahu and Dechter [2] showed that a class of di sjunctive programs
called " head-cycle-f ree (HCF)" programs can be turned into nondisjuncti ve programs
in polynomial t ime and space, by "shi fting" the head atoms into the body-a simple

operation defi ned in [3]. This tells us that an HCF program is an "easy" disjunctive
program, w hich is merely a S)'ntactic shortcut of a nondisj uncti ve program. T hus, HCF
programs play an important role in efficient computati on of stable models for di sj uncti ve programs. Indeed, the HCF property is exploited by answer set solvers DLV t [4]]
and CMODELS2 [5).
l n thi s paper, we propose the notion of head-elementary-set- free (HEF) programs, a
more general class of disjuncti ve programs than HCF programs, that can sti ll be turned
into nondisj uncti ve programs in polynomi al time and space by shifting. This i s moti vated by the recent study om elementary sets [6], which yielded a refinement of the
theorem on loop formulas by Lin and Zhao [7]. A ll elementary sets are loops, but nofi
all loops are elementary sets; still stable models can be characterized by elementary
1
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sets' loop formulas. Our definiti on of an HEF program i s sim i lar to the defini tion of
an HCF program except that the former refers to elementary sets i nstead of loops. We
observe that some other properties of nondisj uncti ve programs and HCF programs can
be extended to HEF programs, i ncludi ng the mai n results by L i n and Zhao (8] characterizi ng the stable models of a nondisjuncti ve program by " i nherent tightness," and the
operational characterizati on of stable models of HCF programs by Leoneet a /. [9] .
TI1e properties of HEF programs studied here may be useful for improvi ng the computati on of disj uncti ve answer set solvers, such as DLV and CMODELS. As a first step,
we provide an algorithm for finding an elementary set whose loop formula is not satisfied for a g iven HEF program, w hich i s simpler and more efficient than the al gori thm
described i n ( 10].
TI1e outline of the paper is as follows. In Secti on 2, we review the defini tion of an
elementary set i ntroduced i n (6) and show some o f its properties. l n Section 3, we i ntroduce the notion of HEF programs and show that shif ti ng preserves their stable models.
In Section 4, we demonstrate that the notion of i nherent ti ghtness can be generalized
to HEF programs, but not to general disjuncti ve programs. T his secti on also i ncludes
simpl i ficati ons of earlier noti ons. In Section 5, we show that the operati onal characteri zati on of stable models by Leone et al. (9) can be extended to HEF programs as well.
We also define " boundi ng" loops that allow for enhancing the model checki ng approach
for disj unctive programs i ntroduced i n [9, 11]. In Secti on 6, we present an al gori thm for
computi ng an elementary set for a gi ven HEF program.

2

Review of Elementary Sets for Disj unctive Programs

We begin w i th a review of elementary sets, i ntroduced i n (6]. which are a reformulation
and generalizati on of elementary loops ( 12).
A disjuncti ve program i s a fini te set of (disjuncti ve) r ules of the form

where n :2: m :2: l :2: k :2: 0 and a., . . . , a,. are proposi tional atoms. We will i denti fy a
rule of the form ( I) with the propositional formula

We w ill also write ( 1) as

A <- B , F

(2)

not at+ 1, . . . ; twt am, not not am+ 1, . . • ; twf 1wt a n ,
and we identify A and B w ith thei r corresponding sets of atoms.
L et IT be a di sjuncti ve program. A nonempty set X of atoms occurri ng i n IT i s called
a loop o f IT if, fo r all nonempty proper subsets Y o f X , there is a rule (2) in IT such
that A n Y of 0 and B n (X \ Y ) of 0. As shown i n (6], this defini tion of a loop is
equival ent to the defini tion based on a positi ve dependency graph given i n (13).

We say that a subset Y of X is outbound in X for IT if there is a ru le (2) in IT such
thai A n Y ~ 0, B n (X \ Y ) ~ 0. A n (X \ Y) = 0, and B n Y = 0. A nonempty
set X of atoms that occur in IT is elementary for IT if all nonemply proper subsets of X
are outbound in X for IT. II is clear thai every elementary set is also a loop, but the
converse does nol hold. TI1e defi nition of an elementary set above remains equivalent
even if we restrict Y to be loops or even elementary sets.
Proposition I. For any disjunctive program IT and any nonempf)' set X of atoms that
occur in IT, X is elememary for IT iffall proper subsets of X tluzt areelemelllary for IT
are outbound in X for IT.

For any set Y of atoms, the external support formula of Y , denoted by ESn (Y), is
the disjunction of conj unctions B 1\ F 1\ 1\aeA\Y ~a for all rules (2) of IT such that
A n Y ~ 0 and B n Y = 0.
TI1e following proposition describes the relationship between the external support
formula of an arbitrary set of atoms and the external support formulas of its subsets.
Proposition 2. Let IT be a disjunctive program, and Jet X , Y , Z be sets of atoms
such tluzt X 2 Y 2 Z. If Z is 1101 outbound in Y for IT and X = ESn (Z ), then
X t= ESn (Y ).

This proposition is similar to Lemma 5 in [14], which states that ESn (Z ) t= ESn (Y )
holds if there is no rule (2) in IT such that A n Z ~ 0 and B n(Y \ Z ) -F 0. Proposilion 2
is more general in the sense that it refers to the stronger condition of •outboundness."
For any set Y of atoms, by LFn (Y) we denote U1e following formula:
(3)

Formula (3) is called the (conj unctive) loop formula of Y for IT. Note that we still call
(3) a loop formula even when Y is not a loop.
From Proposition 2, we derive the following relationship among loop formulas.
Proposition J . For any disjunctive program IT and any no11empty set X of atoms that
occur in IT. there is a subset Y ofX such that Y is elememary for IT and LF n (Y ) t=
LFn(X ).

Proposition3 allows us to restrict the attention to loop formulas of ele01entary sets only,
rather than those of arbitrary sets or even loops. This yields the following theorem.
Theorem I. /6] For a11y disju11ctive program IT a11d any model X

If IT whose atoms

occur inll . the Jolfowing conditions are equivaleflt:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
3

X
X
X
X

is stable for IT;3
satitfies LFn (Y ) for all nonempty sets Y of atoms occurri11g in IT;
satisfies LFn(Y )forallloops Y ofIT;
satitfies LFn (Y )forall elemefltary sets Y of IT.

For a model of

n. we will say that it is "stable for n'' if it is a s table model of n.

3 Head-Elementary-Set-Free Logic. Progr ams
Ben-Eiiyahu and Dechter [2) defi ned a class of disjuncti ve programs called " head-cyclefree" programs that can be mapped in polynomi al tim e and space to nondi sj unctive
programs, preserving the stable models. A di sjunctive program IT is called Head-CycleFree (H CF) i f, for every rule (2) in IT, there is no loop Y of IT such that lA n Y I > 1.
By referring to elementary sets in place of loops in the definition, we can defi ne a
class of programs that is more general than HCF programs. We w ill call a program IT
Head-Elementary-set-Free (HEF) if, for every rule (2) in IT, there is no elementary
set Y of IT such that lA n Yl > 1. From the fact that every elementary set is a loop,
i t is clear that every HCF program is an HEF program as well. However, not all HEF
programs are HCF. For example, consider the following program IT1 :
p ~r
q ~ ,·

,.

~ p, q

(4)

p ;q ~ .

The program has 6 loops, {p}, {q}, {1·}, {p, ?'}, {q, ?'}, {p, q, r }. Since the head of the
last rule contains two atoms from loop {p, q, r}, the program i s not HCF. However, i t
i s HEF since {p, q, ?'} i s not elementary for IT 1 ( i ts subsets {p, r} and { q, r} are not
outbound in {p, q, r} for IT 1).
Let us write rule (2) in the following form:

(5)
Gel fond eta /. [3] defined a mapping of a di sjunctive program IT into a nondi sj unctive
program IT8h, the "shifted" variant of IT, by replacing each rule (5) w ith k new rules:

a;._ B , F, notat, .. . , nota;_,, not 04,, . . . , notak .

(6)

They showed that every stable model of ITsh is also a stable model of IT, but not vice
versa. Ben-Eiiyahu and Dechter [2) showed that the other direction holds as well i f IT
i s HCF. Here we extend the result to H EF programs.
T heor em 2.

Ifa program IT is HEF, then IT and ITsh have the same stable models.

For instance, one can check that both IT, and (IT1 )Bh have {p} and { q} as their only stable models. Theorem 2 shows that HEF programs are not more expressive than nondi sjuncti ve programs, so that one can regard the use of disjuncti ve ru les in such programs
as a syntactic shortcut. Another consequence is that the problem of deciding whether
a model is stable for an HEF program is tractable, as in the case of nondisjunctive and
HCF programs. (In the general disjuncti ve case, i t is coNP-complete (4).)
Comparing the elementary sets of IT and the elementary sets of ITsh g ives the following result.

For any disju11ctive program IT, if X is an elemefllary set ofIT, then X
is a11 elementary set of ITBh·

Proposition 4.

The converse of Proposition 4 does not hold, even if IT is HEF. For instance, consider
the following HEF program IT2:

p; q <- r
r <- p
r <- q .

Set {p, q, r} is not e lementary for IT2 since, fo r instance, {p} is not o utbound in {p, q, r}.

On the other hand, {p, q, ,.} is elementary for (IT2 ).,.:

p <- ?', flO( q
q <- r, 110t p

r <- p
r

<-

(7)

q.

rr.,.

However, there is a certain subset of
whose elementary sets are also elementary
sets of IT. For a set X of atoms, by ITx we denote the set of all ru les in IT whose bodies
are satisfied by X.
Proposition 5. Let IT be a disjunctive program, X a set ofatoms that occur i11 IT, a11d
Y a srtbset of X. lfY is elemeflfary for (IT.,.)x, then Y is elemefltaf)'for IT as well.
For X = {p, q,r} and (IT2)8 ,., we have that ((IT2)s,.)x consists of the last two rules
ill<: dctuout;uy fu t [(IT2)sh]X, aud they
are elementary for IT2 as well.
of (7) utdy. Only siug lolut" {p} , {<i}, ami {T}
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HEF Programs and Inherent Tightness

When we add more ru les to a program,a stable model of the original program remains
to be a stable model of the extended program as long as it satisfies the new rules.
Proposition 6. For any disjllflCfive program. IT and a11y model X of IT, X is stable
for IT iff there is a subset IT' of IT Sllch that X is stable for IT'.
In view of Theorem I, Proposition 6 tells us that, provided that X is a model of IT, it is
sufficient to fi nd a subset IT' of IT such that X is stable for IT', in order to verify that X
is stable for IT. Of course, one can trivially take IT itself as the subset IT', but there
are nontrivial subsets that deserve attention. If IT is nondisjunctive in Proposition 6, it
is known that the subset IT' can be further restricted to a "tight" program ( 15, 16)-the
result known as "inherently tight", or "weakly tight" programs (8, 17). We will reformulate these results and show that they can be extended to HEF programs.
As in (13) , we call a set of atoms occurri ng in IT trivial if it consists of a single
atom a that has no rule (2) in IT such that a E A n B. Recall that by ITx we denote the
set of all rules in IT whose bodies are satisfied by X.
Definition I. /16,13/ A disjunctive program IT is called tight if every loop of IT is
trivial. Program IT is called tight on a set X of atoms if every loop of ITx is trivial.
As defined in (18], a set X of atoms is supported by a nondisjunctive program IT if, for
every atom a E X , there is a rule (2) in ITx such that A = {a}. We reformulate Lin
and Zhao's notion of inherent tightness (8) as follows.

Definition 2. A nondisjunctive program IT is called inherently tight on a set X ofatoms
if there is a subset JJ' of JJ such that JJ' is tight and X is supported by JJ'.

Theorem 1 from (8] can be reformulated as follows.
Proposition 7. For any nondisjunctive program JJ and any model X of JJ, X is stable
for JJ iff JJ is inherently tight on X.
One may wonder whether Proposition 7 can be extended to disjunctive programs as
well , since the definition of a tight program (Definition I ) applies to disjunctive pro·
grams as well, and the notion of support was already extended to disjunctive pro·
grams (19,20,13]: a set X of atoms is supported by a disjunctive program IT if, for
every atom a E X , there is a rule (2) in Jlx such that A n X = {a}. We extend
Definition 2 to disjunctive programs with these extended notions.
Unfortunately, for disjunctive programs, this straightforward extension of inherent
tightness is not sufficient to characterize the stability of a modeL ln other words, only
one direction of Proposition 7 holds for disjunctive programs.
Proposition 8. For any disjunctive program JJ and any model X of JJ, if JJ is inher·

ently tight 011 X, then X is stable for JJ.
The following program Jla illustrates that the converse does not hold:

p ; q .....
p <- q
q ..... p.

Set {p, q} is the only stable model of JJ3 , but there is no subset JJ' of JJ3 such that JJ'
is tight and {p, q} is supported by JJ'.
However, one may expect that Proposition 7 can be extended to HEF programs since,
as we noted in Section 3, HEF programs are merely a syntactic shortcut of nondisjunc·
live programs. lndeed, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 9. For any HEF program JJ and any model X of JJ, X is stable for JJ iff
JJ is inherently tight on X.
Since every HCF program is HEF, the proposition also holds for HCF programs.
We observed that by turning to the notion of an elementary set in place of a loop, we
can get generalizations of results known for loops, such as Theorem 2 and Proposition 9.
This brings our attention to the following question. Can the notion of a tight program,
which is based on loops, be generalized by referring to elementary sets instead? To
answer this, Jet us modify Definition 1 as follows.
Definition .l. A disjunctive program JJ is called e-tight if every elemelltO!)' set of JJ is
trivial. Program JJ is called e-tight on a set X of atoms if every elemelllary set of Jlx
is trivial.
Since every elementary set is a loop, it is clear that a tight program is e-tight as weiI. But
is the class of e·tight programs strictly more general than the class of tight programs?
The reason why this is an interesting question to consider is because, if so, it would

lead to a generalization of Fages' theorem [ 15]. w hich would provide a more general
class of programs for which the stable model semanti cs and the completion semantics
coinci de. However, it turns out that e-tight programs are not truly more general U1an
tight programs.

Proposition 10. (a) A disjunctive program is e-tight iff it is tight.
(b) A disjtmctive program is e-tigllt 011 a set X ofatoms iff if is tight on X.
Thi s resul t al so indicates that the notion of an inherently tight program does not become
more general by re:erri ng to elementary sets. That is, replacing "171 is tigh!H in the
statement of Definition 2 by "JJ' is e-ti ght" does not affect the defini tion.
l n the remai nder of this section, we compare our reformulati on of inherent tightness
above w ith the orig inal defini tion by L in and Zhao.

Definition 4. /8/ A nondisjwtctive program JJ is called inherently tight on a set X of
atoms if there is a subset JJ' of JJ such that JJ' is tigllt on X and X is a stable nwdel
ofJJ'.
There are two diffe:-ences between our reformulation (Defini tion 2) and Defini tion 4.
The former does not rely on the relative noti on of ti ghtness (" tight on a set of atoms'')
and uses a weaker cond iti on of supponedness. Nevertheless i t is not di fficul t to check
that the two defini tions are equi valent.
Proposi ti on 7 above i s a sim pli fication of Theorem I f rom [8].

Proposition I I. /8, Theorem I 1 For any nondisjtmctive program JJ and any set X of
atoms, X is a stable model of JJ iff X is a model of the completion of JJ and JJ is
inherently tight on X.
Our reformulati on of inherently tight programs i s closely related to what Fages' cal led
"well-supported" models [ 15] . We do not reproduce Fages' defini tion here due to lack
of space, but it i s not di fficul t to check that, for a nond isjuncti ve program JJ and a set X
of atoms, X is well- supported by JJ iff JJ is inherently tight on X . Proposition 7 is
sim ilar to Theorem 3. 1 f rom [ 15]. which showed that well-supported models coinc ide
with stable models.
TI1e notion of an inherently tight program is also closely related to the notion of a
weakly tight program presented in [1 7] .

5 Checking the Stabili ty of Models for HEF Programs
The problem of deciding whether a g iven model i s stable is coNP-complete for a disj uncti ve program, while i t is tractable for HCF programs [9]. Leone et a/. [9] presented
an operational framework for check ing the stability of a model in polynomial ti me for
HCF programs. Given a di sjunctive program JJ and sets X , Y of atoms, they defined a
sequence R\\,x (Y ), Rh,x (Y ), . . . that converges to a limi t R7i,x(Y) as follows:

- ltfr x (Y ) =

Y and

- Rrt'x (Y ) i s obtained from R~ x (Y) by removing every atom a for w hich there is
a ru'l e(2) in Jlx such that A n 'x = {a} and B n
4

Recall that nx consists of all rules (2) inn such that X

R'11 x (Y ) =

I= B , F .

0.4

A set Y of atoms is called unfounded by IT w.r.l. X if X V. ESn (Y ). Set X is
unfounded-fr ee for IT i f i t contains no nonempty subset that i s unfounded by IT w.r.l. X.
A s shown in Corollary 2 from (2 1] and Theorem 4.6 from (9], unfounded-f ree models
coincide with stable models.
Proposi tion 6.5 f rom (9] shows that X i s unfounded-free for IT i f R!ft x (X ) = 0.
The converse also holds i f IT is restricted to be a HCF program, as sho;_,n in Theorem 6.9 f rom the same paper. That theorem can be extended to HEF programs. 5

Proposition 12- For any HEF program IT and any set X ofatoms, X is unfounded-free
for IT iff Rfr ,x (X ) = 0.
A s an example, consider agai n program IT1 ((4) in Secti on 3), which i s HEF but not
HCF. TI1eorem 6.9 from (9] does not apply since i t i s limi ted to HCF programs. However, for set X 1 = {p, q,r}, i t holds that R/r ,,x,(X 1) = X 1, and in accordance
with Proposi tion 12, X t is not a stable model of ITt . For set X 2 = { p}, the lim i t
R!ft, .x,(X2 ) = 0, and X 2 is a stable model of ITt .
1i1e following proposition shows how the HEF property and Rfr x can be used to
decide whether a set Y of atoms contai ns a nonempty unfounded set for IT w.r.t. X.
By ITx,l' we denote the set of all rules (2) in ITx such that X n (A \ Y) = 0.

Proposition J3_ For any disjunctive program IT, any set X ofatoms, and any subset Y
of X sucll tllat ITx ,1' is HE F, R!ft ,x (Y) ,;, 0 iffY contains a nonempty unfOimded
subset for IT •v.r.t. X.
lf we replace "R!f, x (Y) ,;, 0" by "R!ft x (Y) = Y and Y i s nonempty" in Proposition 13, only the left-to-right directi on still holds. In the next section, we present an
algorithm based on this for finding a non-trivial unfounded set for a HEF (sub) program.
A s defined in (6], we say that a set Y of atoms occurring in a disjuncti ve program IT
i s elementarily unfounded by IT w.r.t. a set X of atoms if

- Y is an elementary set of ITx y U1at is unfounded by IT w.r.t. X, or

- Y is a singleton that is unfounded by IT w.r.t. X .
For a model X of IT, Theorem I (e') from (6] states that X is stable for IT iff no subset
of X i s elementarily unfounded by IT w.r.t. X. TI10s stability checki ng can be cast into
a problem of ensuring the absence of elementarily unfounded sets. Since every elementarily unfounded set is a loop, every elementarily unfounded set is clearly contained
in a maximal loop, whi ch allows us to spli t the search for elementarily unfounded sets
by max imal loops. Below we describe a notion called " bounding loops," w hich gi ve
tighter bounds than max imal loops. We remark that the idea of using maximal loops for
parti tioning the program and splitti ng stability c hecking by subprograms was already
presented by Leone et aL (9] and Koch et aL (11 ]. Their resul ts can be enhanced by
referring to bound ing loops.
For a di sjunctive program IT and a set X of atoms, let S be the set of all sets Y of
atoms such that Y is a loop of ITx,l' and R/r,x (Y ) = Y . We call a maximal element
s We here consider slightly more general rules than those considered in [9], since the body of a
rule may contain double negation (not not).

of Sa bounding loop for IT w.r.t. X. The following two propositions describe properties of bounding loops, that are similar to max imal loops used for modular stability
checking.
Proposition 14- For any disjtmctive program IT and any set X of atoms, bollnding
loops for IT \V.I: t. X are disjoilll.
Proposition 15- For any disjunctive program IT and any set X of atoms, every nonsingleton elementarily unfollnded set for IT w.l:t. X belongs to a bollnding loop for IT
w.r.t.X.

Clearly, every bounding loop is contained in a maximal loop. However, as shown in the
example below, bounding loops provide tighter bounds than maximal loops for locating
elementarily unfounded sets. Propositions 14 and !S tel l us that the process of checking
the absence of elementarily unfounded sets can be split by bounding loops.
Proposition 16. For any disjllnctive program IT and any model X of IT, X is stable
for IT iff X is supp01ted by IT and X contains no bounding loop Y for IT w.r.t. X Sllch
tluzt Y has a nonempty lltifowuled subset for IT 1v.r.t X.

We note that computing all bounding loops for IT w.r.t. X that are contained in X can
be done in polynomial time using the following method:
I. LetY := X.
2. Let Z := ~.xcY). (Note that Z = ~.x (Z) holds.)
3. lf Z f 0, then consider the following cases:
(a) If Z is a loop of ITx ,z. then mark Z as a bounding loop for IT w.r.t. X.
(b) Otherwise, proceed with step 2 for every maximal loop Y of ITx,z that is
contained in Z.

For example, consider program IT4 ,

p -r
q -r
,. - p,q

s ;t
8 -

~

t

t ~s,u

p ;q -s
t;u ~ q
u; v~,

and its model X = {p,q, ,., s, t, u}. It holds that (IT4 )x,x = IT4 , and X is a max imal
loop of IT4 • Note that ~,,x (X ) = {p,q,,·,s, t} f X , so that X is not abounding
loop for IT4 w.r.t. X. Set Z = {p, q, r, s, t} is not a loopof (IT4 )x ,z; the max imal loops
of(IT4 )x ,z contained in Z are Y1 = {p, q, ?'}and Y2 = {s, t}. Indeed, Y1 and Y2 are
the two bounding loops for IT4 w.r.l. X.
From Proposition 13 and the definition of a bounding loop, we derive the following.
Corollary L Let IT be a disjunctive program, X a set of atoms, and Y a bollnding
loop for IT w.r.t. X that is colllained in X. If ITx,Y is HEF, then there is a nonempty
subset ofY tluzt is wifounded by IT w.r.t. X.

Recall program IT4 , its model X, and bounding loop Y1 . Note that (IT4 )x ,Y, is HEF. By
Corollary I, the fact that (IT4 )xx, is HEF implies that X is not stable for IT4 • ln fact,
Y1 contains {p, r } and {q, r }. which are both elementarily unfounded by IT4 w.r.t. X.
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C omputin g Elementarily Unfound ed Sets

It is inevitable that exponentially many loop formulas have to be considered in the worst
case [22]. Hence, SAT-based answer set solvers do not try to find all loop formulas at
once; Uoop formulas are added incrementally until a stable model is fownd (if there is
any). As shown in [6), it is sufficient to consider only loop formulas of elementarily
unfounded sets in this process. Thus, it is important to design an efficient algorithm for
finding elementarily unfounded sets.
For a general disjunctive program, it has been shown that deciding whether a given
set of atoms is elementary is coNP-complete [6). While we do not expect a tractable
algorithm for computing elementarily unfounded sets of general disjunctive programs,
it is possible for HEF programs. Below we present a tractable algorithm for HEF programs, which is simpler and more efficient than the one described in [ 10].6
For any disjunctive program IT and any set Y of atoms, we define (Y , ECn (Y )) as
a directed graph where:

E~ (Y) =0

E~J 1 (Y) = { (a, b) I there is a rule (2) in IT such that A n Y = {a} and

ECn (Y ) =

all atoms b in B n Y belong to the same
strongly connected component of (Y, ECh (Y)) }
U;:2;oE~n(Y) ·

This graph is equivalent to the "elementary subgraph" defined in [6], and it is closer to
the algorithm for computing an elementarily unfounded set described below.
We first note that Theorem 2 in (6) can be extended to HEF programs.
Proposition 17. For any HEF program IT and any nonempty set Y ofatoms that occur
in IT, Y is elementaryfor IT iff (Y, ECn (Y)) is a strongly connected grapll
Given a disjunctive program IT, a set X of atoms occurring in IT, and a nonempty subset
Y of X such that ITx.Y is HEF and Rftr x (Y ) = Y , Figure 1 shows an algorithm for
computing an element~ri ly unfounded
by IT w.r.t. X that is contained in Y. 7
Due to Step I, E-SET never considers any ru le (2) of ITx.Y such that lA n Y l > 1.

se;

This is similar to the definition of EC1j1 (Y) above, where only rules (2) satisfying
A n Y = {a} contribute to any edge. In a bottom-up manner, Step I(a) of E-SET adds
edges to ECnx ,.(Y) for rules (2) such that IB n Y l = 1. This ensures that all rules
contributing to ~dges depend on a single SCC of (Y, ECnx ,>· (Y)). ln rules (2) of ITx ,Y
such that B contai ns multiple atoms from a recently computed SCC, Step 1(b) replaces
all atoms of the SCC by a single representative. lf this leads to IB n Yl = 1, rule (2)
contributes an edge in the next iteration of Step I(a). The described process is iterated
until no further edges can beadded. lf a single SCC is obtained, i.e. , if (Y, ECnx ,>· (Y))
is strongly connected, then Y is elementarily unfounded by IT w.r.t. X. Otherwise,
in Step 2, we remove atoms from Y that belong to some SCC C that is not reached
(Y \ 0 still contains an elementarily unfounded set for IT w.r.t. X ). ln the next iteration
6

1

That algorithm was designed for nondisjunctive programs. but also applies to HEF programs.
''SCC 1 is used as a shorthand for "Strong ly Connected Componenl.n

E-SET(flx,Y. Yl
I. nx ,Y =
= nx,Y \{(A ~ B, F ) E nx,Y I IA n Y I > 1}
II. ECnx ,>·( Y ) := 0
Il l. While (Y, ECnx ,>·( Y )) is not strongly connected Do
I. While there :s a rule ( A ~

B , P ) in nx,,· such that lA n

Yl =

(a) For each rule (.4 ~ B , F ) in nx ,Y such thatiA n Yl

l and

IBn Yl =

= I a1d IB n

Yl

1 Do

= 1 Do

i. ECnx,,.(Y) := ECnx ,,-( Y )u{(a , b) I A n Y ={a} , B n Y = {b}}
nx,Y \{(A ~ B, F )} ,. the rule needs not be considered further .,

ii. nx ,Y

==

(b) For each (non-trivial) SCC (C, ECnx ,>·(Y ) n (GxG)) of (Y, ECnx ,>·(Y )) Do

i. Select an atom b E C

e nx,Y I IB nCI > I}) u
b, B \C, F) I(A ~ B, F ) e nx,Y, IB nCI > 1}

ii. nx ,Y := (nx,Y \ {(A ~ B, F )
{(A ~

2. If ( Y, ECnx,>· (Y )) is not strongly connected Then
(a) Select some SCC (C, ECnx ,>·( Y) n (C x C)) of ( Y, ECnx ,>·( Y )) that is not reached
in (Y, ECn x ,>' ( Y ))
(b) Y := Y \ C

I* some Z ~ Y \ G is elementarily unfounded by

(c) ECnx ,y (Y ) := ECnx,,-(Y ) \ {(a , b) E ECnx,>·(Y)

n w.r.t. X

*I

I a E G}

IV. Return Y
Fig. I.E-SET: An algorithm to compute an e leme ntarily unfounded set

of Step I, this might allow to add more edges to ECnx ,>·(Y) for rules (2) of ITx,Y such
that B n C f 0. The process is repeated until (Y, ECnx ,>· (Y)) becomes a strongly
connected graph. Note that the computed set Y can be a proper subset of theY in the
invocationofE-SET(ITx.Y. Y).
When we apply E-SETto IT1((4) in Section 3) andY = {p,q,?'}, it adds edges (p, r)
and (q, r) to ECn , (Y). As the resulting graph is not strongly connected, either q or p
is removed from Y. After this, adding edge (r ,p) or (r, q), respectively, to ECn, (Y )
leads to a strongly connected graph. TI1e result of E-SET is thus either {p, r } or {q, ,.},
which are the two elementarily unfounded sets for IT1 w.r.t. {p, q, r }.
TI1e following proposition states the correctness of the E-SET algorithm.
Proposition 18. Let IT be a disjullctive p!Vgram, X a set of atoRJs that occnr in IT, and
Y a 11011empty subset ofX. If ITx ,Y is HEF and R1i ,x (Y) = Y . then E-SET(ITxy,Y )
refilms an elemelllarily rmfotmded set for IT w.r.f. X.
It is reasonable to take a bound ing loop Y for IT w.r.l. X such that ITxy is HEF as

input forE-SET since every elementari ly unfounded set is a subset of some bounding loop. For the correctness of E-SET, it is however sufficient that ITx .Y is HEF and
Wn x(Y) = Y .
.
Finally, we comment on the complexity of E-SET. Note that E-SET successively merges atoms from an input set Y into sees until finally obtaining a single sec.

Whenever a new SCC C is produced, all its atoms are replaced by a single element of C
in rules (2) such that IBnCj > 1. This can be regarded as counting down body elements
until only one atom from Y is left, in which case a rule "fires." This behavior is similar
to the Dowling-Gallier algorithm [23], also used to compute the minimal model of a
set of Hom clauses. Since the computation of SCCs and the Dowling-Gallier algorithm
have linear complexity, the same is concluded for E-SET. In contrast, the elementary
set computation algorithm in (10] has complexity O(n x log n ).

7

Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is identifying the class of HEF programs, a more
general class of disjunctive programs than HCF programs, tha.t can be turned into
nondisju nctive programs in polynomial time and space by shifting head atoms into the
body. We showed that several properties of nondisjunctive programs and HCF programs
can be extended to HEF programs in a straightforward way. Since HCF programs have
played an important role in the computation of stable models for disjunctive programs,
we expect that HEF programs can be useful as well. As a first step, we have provided
an algorithm for finding an elementari ly unfounded set for a HEF program, which has
a potential for improving the stable model computation for disjunctive programs.
As a future work, we plan to implement algorithm E-SET, presented in this paper, in
CMODELS for an empirical evaluation. It is an open question whether identifying HEF
programs is tractable, while it is known that identifying HCF programs can be done in
linear tinne.
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